
FootJoy continues its unrivalled support for golfers to Make Every Day Playable 
following the unveiling of its Autumn/Winter Performance Apparel range. 

Building on the success of last year’s HydroSeries outerwear launch, the evolution of FJ’s performance apparel 
collection continues with ThermoSeries, designed specifically protect golfers against colder weather.

ThermoSeries includes a range of garments all designed to be worn in conjunction with each other featuring 
the latest technological innovations to provide thermal protection against the elements without compromising 
performance on the course. 

Built with FJ’s single minded focus on the golfer, ThermoSeries has been developed from concept to execution with 
the European winter and cold weather golfer at the forefront of each garment’s design.

FJ LAUNCH
FOOTJOY INTRODUCES ALL-NEW THERMOSERIES 
COLLECTION TO AW’22 APPAREL RANGE 
DEDICATED TO MAKING EVERY DAY PLAYABLE 

The brushed back jacquard knit fabric provides the golfer with the fleece-like 
luxury feel and uses a cire finish to offer contrast and material interest through 
its matt aesthetic. An adjustable collar with chest and open hand pockets 
delivers practicality and comfort.

THERMOSERIES HYBRID JACKET

The ThermoSeries vest defines the range with a 
traditional look elevated through technology and 
richness in detail. The stretch, knit section down the 
back of the garment enhances mobility through the 
swing, while the subtle jacquard hex pattern adds 
visual interest and great material feel.

VEST
A staple garment in any golfer’s year-round 
wardrobe, the ThermoSeries midlayer uses 
a super soft, two tone Jacquard knit fabric 
for ultimate feel with rubber zipper and logo 
elevating the contemporary look. Moisture 
wicking and UV protection ensure that the 
ThermoSeries midlayer equips the golfer no 
matter the season.

Key to creating warmth without bulk, the hex 
jacquard fabric of the baselayer creates small 
ridges sitting off the skin, allowing air to circulate 
and preventing overheating on the course 
in changeable conditions. The raglan sleeve 
construction and golf compression fit ensure 
freedom of movement throughout the golf swing.

The ThermoSeries Trouser features a tapered 
fit and stretch fleece fabric providing quality 
aesthetics and feel. A DWR finish protects the 
golfer in light rain, whilst the gripper waistband 
prevents a tucked shirt from riding up.

HYBRID MIDLAYER

BASELAYER TROUSER 

Across the ThermoSeries range there’s a neutral 
colour palette with a base of navy and charcoal 
mixed with blue, grey and white stone to deliver 
versatile outfit options across the entire FJ 
range. To complement the colour combinations 
FJ focussed on adding different patterns and 
textures to the fabrics to add a rich, premium 
look and feel when up close.
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Elsewhere in the AW’22 collection, the HydroSeries range welcomes bold new colours to energise the most 
complete Outerwear range in golf. The three panel construction of the HydroTour introduces striking sapphire, 
deep red and charcoal tones to make a statement piece both in aesthetics and performance fit for the harshest 
of conditions. The same colour palette is replicated through the lightweight protection of HydroLite, and the 
versatile HydroKnit. 

All three jackets will be accompanied by respective trouser offerings to provide a protective suit.

The multi-purpose AW’22 range is complemented by FJ’s authentic cold weather protection garment options which is headlined by 
FJ’s first puffer-style jacket. The Active Insulation Jacket with patent-pending and vertical elasticated stretch panels across the back of 
the golfer merges lifestyle fashion trends with golf performance to ensure precision and comfort when teeing it up.  

The range will also introduce a new Thermal Hoodie alongside enhancements to the FJ Hybrid Jacket and a range of new colours to its 
midlayer offering. 
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“This year’s Autumn/Winter range continues the brand’s apparel momentum and is a testament to our team’s dedication to the golfer, and golf specific innovations 
that has taken products, throughout the range, to new performance levels. 

“The complementing designs of the ThermoSeries, developed specifically with the European climate in mind, coupled with our HydroSeries collection, deliver a 
myriad of options to both protect and support the golfer’s performance throughout the year, as we strive to Make Every Day Playable.”

COLIN MYNOTT – FJ PRODUCT MANAGER, EMEA SAID:

Contact: Anne Lengrain with any enquiries- anne_lengrain@acushnetgolf.com 

Click here to download AW’22 imagery | View the full collection at www.FootJoy.co.uk

A new Hybrid Jacket offers an alternate outerwear option with an elegantly soft stretch jersey knit fabric and insulated panels 
delivering top quality thermal retention. While the popular Insulated Reversible Vest, offering two looks in one, returns with new 
colour options for a lighter weight outerwear or layering option. 

Complementing the vibrant layering options for outerwear garments includes a Jersey Quilted Midlayer, Houndstooth Midlayer,   
Full-Zip Lined Pullover and a Full-Zip Hoodie, which provide a variety of seasonal looks utilising comfortable and warm fabrics,  
suited to both on and off course wear.

FJ continues to build its momentum in women’s 
apparel with a range dedicated to the needs of 
female golfers. The range is headlined by a new 
HydroLite Jacket (SRP: £165) with matching 
trousers (SRP: £120) in neutral and seasonal colour 
options.
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